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4 Days Shanghai Hangzhou Tour    

Valid time: 2019 

Nationality: Asean & Muslim                                          

No of pax: 2 PAX UP 

Shanghai Hangzhou 4 Days Muslim Tour 

Date Itinerary Traffic Meal Hotel 

D1 

  

Arrive in Shanghai  

Welcome to Shanghai! Our guide will meet you at the 

arrival hall of Shanghai Pudong International Airport and 

then transfer you to your hotel for check in. Free for 

leisure for the rest of the day. 

 No 
Rayfont Downtown Hotel  

or similar local 4* 

D2 

  

Shanghai-Hangzhou 

After your breakfast in the hotel, our guide will pick you 

up and take coach to Hangzhou City (about 3 hours). 

 

The first destination to start the Hangzhou pleasant tour 

will be West Lake. A cruise on the West Lake will enable 

you to get a snap-shot view of the picturesque scenery at 

this garden-styled park. Then we will proceed to 

Huagang Park for the most pleasant viewing fishing 

activity. Then we will visit a shop that sells Dragon Well 

Tea. After that, we will have lunch at local Muslim 

restaurant. 

 

After lunch, we will visit Phoenix Mosque, a famous 

mosque in Hangzhou and you can do prayers there. 

Then the next stop is Longxiang Garment Whole-Sale 

Market, where to discover and buy cheap but exquisite 

garment. The last stop will be Wushan Night Market. 

 

We will have dinner at a Halal Restaurant and our guide 

will transfer you to the hotel for check-in. 

 BLD 
Meiziqing Hotel or similar 

local 4* 

D3 

 

Hangzhou-Shanghai 

After breakfast in the hotel, we will go back to Shanghai. 

Your sightseeing of Shanghai will start with Nanjing 

Road. you will visit Photo Stop at The Oriental Pearl TV 

Tower. Located in the Lujiazui Road, the Oriental Pearl 

TV Tower stands 468 meters and faces the buildings of 

exotic styles in the Bund on the other side of the river. 

Together with the nearby Nanpu and Yangpu Bridges, it 

creates a picture of "twin dragons playing with the pearl." 

 BLD 
Rayfont Downtown Hotel  

or similar local 4* 
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Chenghuangmiao Bazaar, where you can wander at 

those shops and stores, and taste original Shanghai 

snacks and drinks. After that, you will visit Xiaotaoyuan 

Mosque, an educational and cultural center for Shanghai 

Muslim. 

D4 

 

Shanghai 

Hotel Breakfast,transfer to visit Zhujiajiao ancient 

Town,after lunch,transfer back to downtown,visit Symbol 

of Shanghai city civilization- People Square,then go to 

visit Tianzifang. 

at appointed time send to airport for flight! 

 BLD  

Price 

 
Tour fare（Currency：USD）： 

2-3 PAX:  Adult share with bed USD605/PAX          S/supp: USD108/PAX  

4-5PAX:  Adult share with bed USD420/PAX          S/supp: USD108/PAX  

6-9 PAX:  Adult share with bed USD340/PAX         S/supp: USD108/PAX  

10-15PAX: Adult share with bed USD210/PAX         S/supp: USD108/PAX 

Above 16PAX:  Adult share with bed USD185/PAX       S/supp: USD85/PAX 

Guarantee tipping: 2-6PAXS:8USD/Pax/Day,7-9pax 5USD/pax/day，10PAXS UP 3USD/Pax/Day 

    

Include 

3 nights Hotel Accommodation with daily buffet breakfast.  
4 Halal Meals  
English Speaking guide 
Sightseeing ticket as mentioned in itinerary 
Private A/C Van or Coach 
Mineral water 1bottle/pax/day  

Exclude Tippings to guide,driver, bellboy 

Single supplement 

Any other extra personal fee 

Flight And Tax 

Shopping  Chinese herb，jade，silk，Tea 

Remark Present:One mineral water per pax per day! 
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